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By Mahealani Shellabarger

AuthorHouse. Paperback. Condition: New. 316 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 5.8in. x
0.8in.LanikaiLanikai is a series of love stories presented in three parts. A Polynesian tapestry
interwoven with a cast of characters that reveal the Hawaiian heart and spirit, it begins in 1959, the
year Hawaii is admitted to the United States. Over the time period which spans more than twenty
years, a unique glimpse of twentieth century Hawaiian culture is brought to life. Part I: Kaikaina and
Kaleinani Kalei McClure, a pretty hapa haole girl and Kaikaina Cruz, the golden boy from Kalihi are
brought together at a high school military ball. Their love is doomed to fail when misinterpreted
betrayal and Kaikainas driving ambition develop into insurmountable obstacles. For years, they are
destined to part as they each experience painful heartaches and circumstances marked by tragedy.
Part II. Puamana an undaunted, bold girl is transported to California by an unexpected marriage to
a young man of wealth. His unfaithfulness drives her back to Hawaii where she eventually meets the
true love of her life. Part III: Na Keiki O Lanikai (Children of Lanikai) brings in the second generation
of the three sons of Kaikaina Cruz : Keoni, a replica...
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ReviewsReviews

The book is fantastic and great. It is loaded with knowledge and wisdom You are going to like the way the article writer create this ebook.
-- Amaya King-- Amaya King

This created pdf is excellent. We have read through and i also am sure that i am going to going to study yet again yet again in the future. You will not truly
feel monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you check with me).
-- Myriam Bode-- Myriam Bode
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